this place is located under a bank along a river in Hiroshima city. here is a quiet residential area neighboring a park with rich green, and most of buildings around here stay low. the first time i visited this site, next to the former residence of dismantling that owns than before, there are a vacant lot like a gaping void that was purchased new. i feel that the connection of the field of view, had a glimpse into the creation of a unique relationship with the surrounding environment this place i was. so, because of a rich connection of outer space and future renovation, i selected 3 stories plan located the building on the north side and a garden on the south side.

the interior of a double-height concrete skeleton consists of a inserted steel spiral staircase and a wooden floor. such as by the light falling from the top light slits, atrium, and, stairs, etc., creating a spread over the upper and lower floors in a small living space.

on the other hand i believe that protrudes from the inside terrace, forming a courtyard space incorporating the surrounding environment, to the outside, it has culminated into specific environment in this place.